MICCAI 2013 Student Travel Awards

The MICCAI Society will provide a limited number of Student Travel Awards, in the value of 500 USD or 50,000 JPY each, to support student authors to present their papers at MICCAI 2013. For this award, the applicant must be the first author of a paper accepted to MICCAI 2013 and should be a student at a recognized university at the time of the MICCAI paper submission deadline. We will also require that the applicant should be registered for attending the conference via the online payment website of MICCAI-2013 by the early bird registration deadline. No need to apply for the award, eligible students will be considered automatically.

The decisions on Student Travel Awards have been made. The award committee, consisting of the three program chairs and two board members (Yoshinobu Sato, Christian Barillot, Nassir Navab, Sebastien Ourselin, and Gabor Fichtinger), has notified the winners and unsuccessful applicants. The selection process was as follows:

- We had 40 awards available: 20 from the MICCAI Society and 20 from the conference budget.
- We automatically considered all students who were eligible according the definition above.
- We excluded students who did not upload letters from supervisor.
- There were 131 applicants in the resulting list, and we used the following constraints.

  1. We limit the awards to students at non-profit or government labs.
  2. The award is given to one student under the same supervisor. (This rule was not applied to students in underrepresented countries.)
  3. The awards are not given to local students.

- We ordered the list of applicants by their paper review scores, with the highest score on the top.
- We made 30 awards by paper score. We selected the first 30 highest scoring applicants, while removing from the top 30 all multiples from the same institution.
- We tried to select 10 applicants from under-represented regions / countries. The number of applicants from these regions / countries was 9, and we selected these 9 applicants.
• We selected the highest scoring applicant from the remaining list for one remaining award slot.

**NOTE for the winners:** The remaining condition of the award is that you attend the conference. You must notify us immediately if you are not able to attend the conference. After the conference, you will receive a 500 USD check or 50,000 JPY cash from the MICCAI Society.

**MICCAI Student Travel Award recipients in 2013**

Abraham, Alexandre
Aydogan, Dogu Baran
Basu, Sreetama
Burgos, Ninon
Cabeen, Ryan
Chang, Ping-Lin
Chen, Hanbo
Cruz Roa, Angel Alfonso
Dinse, Juliane
Feng, Chaolu
Ferizi, Uran
Gao, Yaozong
Grimm, Robert
Hosseinbor, Ameer Pasha
Huang, Xiaojie
Hutter, Jana Maria
Jiao, Jieqing
Jie, Biao
Jiménez del Toro, Oscar Alfonso
Keraudren, Kevin
Kim, Won Hwa
Liao, Wei
Liu, Liu
Liu, Sidong
Matthies, Philipp
Pereanez, Marco
Piuze, Emmanuel
Popuri, Karteek
Porras, Antonio R.
Roy, Sharmili
Schirmer, Markus
Song, Yang (declined)
Tang, Lisa
Taquet, Maxime
Uzunbas, Mustafa
Xiang, Bo
Xing, Fangxu
Xing, Fuyong
Ye, Menglong
Zhou, Yun
Zhu, Ning